Minerals from Mort Metersky's thumbnail collection were added to my web site. The minerals are now available for viewing at these 2 pages:

**New Listings Page 1a**
**New Listings Page 1b**
or
http://www.johnbetts-fineminerals.com/jhbnyc/newlist.htm
http://www.johnbetts-fineminerals.com/jhbnyc/newlist1.htm

Mort was the founder and director of the International Calcite Collectors Association (ICCA) and he assembled a fine collection of minerals from around the world. Sadly the ICCA was ahead of its time and has since quietly died out. If it was formed in today's age of Facebook and email it would be thriving. These minerals were posted today:

- Mimetite from Santa Eulalia District, Mexico
- Pyromorphite from Wheatley Mine, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania
- Cinnabar on Dolomite from near Lovelock, Nevada
- Vanadinite on Mn-Oxide from Taouz, Morocco
- Mottramite from Tsumeb Mine, Namibia
- Calcite with Hematite inclusions from Sierra de Los Lamentos, Mexico
- Calcite on Siderite from Hogarth Pit, Steep Rock Mine, Canada
- Mimetite var. Campylite from Drygill Mine, Caldbeck Fells, England
- Quartz var. Rose Quartz Crystals from Lavra da Ilha, Taquaral, Brazil
- Calcite, Chalcopyrite, Galena from Sweetwater Mine, Missouri
- Fluorite from Deer Trail Mine, Marysvale, Utah
- Vanadinite on Calcite from Old Yuma Mine, Arizona
- Schorl Tourmaline from Timn's Hill, Haddam, Connecticut
- Anatase from Hardangervidda, Norway
- Sulfur from near San Felipe, Mexico
- Clinoclase from Majuba Hill, Nevada
- Brookite on Quartz from Magnet Cove, Arkansas
- Calcite on Aurichalcite from Kelly Mine, New Mexico
- Calcite (V-twinned crystals) from McBride, Canada
- Stilbite on Calcite from Centreville Quarry, Virginia
- Quartz var. Amethyst from Amatitlán, Mexico
- Calcite with Millerite inclusions from Corydon Crushed Stone Quarry, Indiana
- Calcite (twinned crystals) from Delta Carbonate Quarry, York, Pennsylvania
- Smithsonite from Tsumeb Mine, Namibia
- Calcite with Pyrite from Eureka Quarry, Warrington, Pennsylvania
- Quartz with Andradite Garnet from Landfall, Drammensmarka, Norway
- Quartz var. Amethyst from Crystal Park, Montana
- Calcite with phantom-growth zones from Dalen-Kjørholt Mine, Kjørholt, Norway
- Calcite from Egremont, England
- Pyromorphite from Cerro Canaleja, Santa Eufemia, Spain
- Woodhouseite with Quartz from Champion Mine, California
- Fluorite (twinned crystals) from Heights Mine, Westgate, England
- Heulandite, Quartz, Laumontite from Tambar Springs, Australia
- Cavansite on Stilbite-Ca from Wagholi Quarry, India
- Calcite (twinned crystals) from Anderson Rock Products Quarry, Anderson, Indiana
- Calcite (twinned crystals) from Carrière Pont-à-Nôle, Belgium
- Freibergite with Pyrite from Eagle Mine, Colorado
- Rutile in Hematite from Cavradischlucht (Val Cavradi), Switzerland
- Wulfenite from San Francisco Mine, Mexico
- Quartz (Dauphine-law twinned) from Hashupi, Shigar Valley, Pakistan
- Bixbyite from Thomas Range, Utah
- Smithsonite (cadmium-rich) on Dolomite from Philadelphia Mine, Arkansas
- Calcite with Copper from Quincy Mine, Hancock, Michigan
- Wulfenite on Calcite-Smithsonite with Duftite from Tsumeb Mine, Namibia
- Elbaite var. Rubellite Tourmaline on Microcline from Himalaya Mine, California
- Wulfenite from Rowley Mine, Arizona
- Vesuvianite from Bellecombe, Châtillon, Italy
- Calcite (contact twinned crystals) from Thomasville, Pennsylvania
- Cuprite and Calcite from Tsumeb Mine, Namibia
- Aragonite var. Tarnowitzite on Mimetite from Tsumeb Mine, Namibia
- Brookite from Kharan District, Pakistan
- Topaz (etched crystal) from Apaligun, Braldu Valley, Pakistan
- Pyromorphite from Daoping Mine, China

Sincerely,

John Betts, owner

JohnBetts-FineMinerals.com